
 

 
 

Tommy Thompson: Wrong for Wisconsin Women 
 
Whose side is Tommy Thompson on? Wisconsin women, or government, insurance companies and 
bosses? 
 
When it comes to women's health, Thompson supports an increased government role in telling 
women and their doctors what to do. 
 
Thompson opposes a woman's right to choose and said the repeal of Roe v. Wade “would be good for 
America.” Whether it is Romney, Ryan, or Thompson, they will all “get rid of” federal funding for Planned 
Parenthood, preventing millions of women from accessing breast and cervical cancer screenings, annual 
exams and other care they need to stay healthy. 
 
Thompson supports putting big insurance companies in charge of women’s health. 
 
Thompson would make it make it harder for women to access preventive health care services like 
mammograms, cervical cancer screenings and birth control, would repeal health care reforms that prohibit 
insurance companies from charging women higher premiums than men for the same insurance coverage, 
and would repeal health care reforms that prohibit insurance companies from denying women health 
coverage for such "preexisting conditions" as breast cancer, pregnancy and domestic violence. 
 
Thompson supports putting a women’s boss in charge of the health care. 
 
Thompson supports turning over women’s health decisions over to their bosses. He supports drastically 
broad legislation advanced by Congressional Republicans (Blunt amendment) which can be used by 
employers and insurers to refuse to provide coverage for women --including mammograms, vaccinations, 
diabetes screenings, and birth control. 
 
Tommy’s Wrong on Economic Security: 
With Wisconsin women making only 77 cents to a man’s dollar, economic security is very much a 
women’s issue.  
 
Equal pay for equal work is the biggest economic stimulus this country could have. If women were paid 
equally with men for comparable work, there would be 200 billion dollars more circulating in the 
economy. Women would spend the additional money they earn right here in America, creating more jobs 
for everyone. 
 
But Republicans like Tommy Thompson have called the issue of equal pay a “distraction.”  
 
Tommy’s Wrong on Women’s Rights: 

Tommy Thompson claims to reject vile comments from Republican candidates like Todd Akin, Richard 

Mourdock and Roger Rivard, but the reality is that Tommy has a history of supporting the same absolutist 

views on women's health that is reflected in those offensive comments. 

In 2000, in fact, Thompson helped author the Republican Party Platform including a Constitutional 

amendment banning abortions including cases of rape, incest and when the life of the mother is at risk. 



 

 
 

And at this year’s GOP convention, Thompson and other top Republicans endorsed an anti-choice 

platform almost identical to the one he wrote in 2000. It is not enough for Tommy Thompson to distance 

himself from the disgusting comments made by his colleagues. For the sake of Wisconsin's women, he 

must also distance himself from the radical views he helped write into the Republican Party's platform and 

which exist to this day. 

Tommy’s extreme beliefs earned him the endorsement of Wisconsin Right to Life – meaning Thompson 

embraces personhood legislation, opposes abortion for any reason and would de-fund Planned 

Parenthood.  These views on women’s rights are far outside the mainstream and completely 

unacceptable for Wisconsin. 

Tommy’s Wrong on Affordable Healthcare:  
 
Tommy says he would move to repeal Obamacare “on day one,” and doesn’t support any elements of the 
legislation. 

This would mean a return to the days where insurance companies don’t have to cover basic preventive 

care like breast and cervical cancer screenings, where millions of young adults are no longer able to stay 

on their parents’ healthcare plans, where insurance companies can legally discriminate against women by 

charging them more for health care coverage, and where people with pre-existing conditions can be 

denied coverage. 

Prior to the Affordable Care Act, women could legally be denied coverage due to pregnancy, breast or 

cervical cancer, or having received treatment for injuries sustained form physical or sexual abuse. 

Tommy’s Wrong on Our Children’s Future: 
  
Investing in a quality, affordable education for every child is the single most important thing we can do to 
help them compete and win in the global economy. That’s why Tammy Baldwin supported emergency K-
12 funding that saved or created approximately 286,000 jobs in public schools across the country and 
fought to expand Pell Grants, overhaul the student loan program, and expand programs that make higher 
education more affordable for Wisconsin families. 
 
Tommy Thompson supports Paul Ryan’s budget that “deeply undermines” education. 

 

Investments in education and training programs – which are key drivers of economic growth and mobility -

- would fall from the current amount of $426 per person to $223 per person in 2022.  

 

The plan Tommy Thompson supports also makes it much harder for Wisconsin families to afford higher 

education. This plan cuts $41 million in federal Pell Grant funding from Wisconsin compared to President 

Obama’s budget along with dropping 5,745 recipients and cutting the average award by $165. We have 

more than 100,000 Wisconsinites who rely on Pell Grants to get through college. It’s wrong to cut 

programs that can help young men and women get to or stay in the middle-class.  


